Joining forces for food security – Linking earth observation and
crowd-sourcing for improved decision-support to aid organizations
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In addition to failing markets and policies, climatic
shocks are a major root-cause of food insecurity.
Droughts often cause or enhance a negative feedback
loop, leading to increasing socio-economic vulnerability and a lack of coping strategies. Aid organizations
are still the most important safety net, but they need
more user-friendly and reliable information. Satellite
technologies can help to fulfil this requirement.

Direct collaboration is indispensable to bridge the
gap between research and application. Based on the
requirements of Doctors without Borders, SATIDA
(Satellite Technologies for Improved Drought Risk
Assessment) connects drought monitoring and
seasonal forecasting to the collection of information
about socio-economic conditions via smartphones.
This way, we link drought risk to real conditions on
the ground. Field tests in the Horn of Africa allow assessing the actual added-value for decision-making.
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Innovation
SATIDA distributes and collects exactly
the information that Doctors without
Borders require for improved decisionmaking - a task, that generic portals
cannot fulfil.
The satellite-derived soil moisture component closes the gap between atmospheric anomalies and conditions on the
land surface.
We assess and visualize the uncertainty
of seasonal forecasts with regard to acceptable thresholds.
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Too much reading? Find the Highlights below
There is a large gap between scientific products and actual user
requirements in the field of drought and food insecurity management. We try to close this gap by collaborating directly with
end users - in our case Doctors without Borders. SATIDA is based
on three key elements: a satellite-derived drought indicator,
which combines precipitation, temperature, soil moisture and the
vegetation status, a seasonal forecasting component and a
smartphone app. The app helps end users to access relevant information about drought risk, but also to collect additional information on socio-economic vulnerabilities. This way, we can provide decision-support via a more complete picture of current and
future conditions related to drought and food
insecurity.
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